Distance Education

from 23rd March 2020

Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Informatics
BUDAPEST UNIVERSITY OF TECHNOLOGY AND ECONOMICS
• Actual Situation
• Solutions, suggestions
• Technical background
  – Teams
  – Webex
Situation

• Distant teaching begins on 23rd March until withdrawal

• The unusual situation does require cooperation, flexibility and increased effort and proactivity from both students and teachers

• Our main goal is to finish the semester at the original date
Solutions

• We keep the schedule of the original timetable
• The numeration of weeks has changed because of the transferred spring holiday
• The lectures, practices and laboratories are managed on-line
• The Faculty applies distance learning support systems
Lectures

- Same time as of the official timetable
- Digitized presentation material
- Live lecture based on time schedule (electronic board, video, voice)
- Detailed lecture note
- Recorded video
- On-line consultations
Practices

• Same time as of the official timetable
• Solving problems independently
• Live practices based on time schedule (electronic board, video, voice)
• On-line consultations
• Questions & answers
Laboratories

• Tasks to be completed by the deadline
• Recorded or live video about the measurement tasks and setups
• Measurement reports about the measurement tasks, based on given measured data
• Laboratories will not be pushed out by the end of the semester
Midterm exams

• You will receive information about the changes from the teachers
• There may be homeworks instead of traditional midterm exam
• There may be remote tests instead of traditional midterm exam
Suggestions

- Positive and constructive attitude in communication
  - Writing can be misunderstanding. Always assume positive intention!
- If not very personal, ask through a public channel
  - You get an answer from someone faster.
- In live event, please keep the microphone muted when not talking.
- A serious self-motivation challenge
  - Greater freedom
  - Keep going! By the end it will be very much!
- Let's learn how to do it together!
  - Please help others use the technique
  - Please be tolerant with the other students and the instructor
Applied systems

- Microsoft Teams
- Cisco Webex Training Center

- Official messaging with students:
  - Neptun Message, Teams, Email
  - Continuous attention to Neptun messages is extremely important. Please check your contact information (email, mobile) in Neptun!
Teams

• Please download [https://teams.microsoft.com](https://teams.microsoft.com) – Desktop, mobile and web client available
• xy@edu.bme.hu-s account only  
  – To create an account, please go to [https://login.bme.hu/admin/](https://login.bme.hu/admin/)  
  – It will take about 24 hours to have access so please make sure to start your registration in time.
• Redirect or check your xy@edu.bme.hu email account  
  – All invitations and notifications arrive here  
  – Calendar shows the lecture / lab times
CISCO Webex

- You do not have to register, it will be available from internet browser
- you will have access on bmevik.webex.com/
- all lectures will have different codes
- You will get the codes and the links from the teachers via neptun study sytem
THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPERATION